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• Epidemiology

• Prevalence

• Tumor Location

• Breast cancer is more common.
• Symptoms
(Which indicates malignancy?)
Age, Pain, LAPs, Growth, ...

• Pathology

Pleomorphic Adenoma of Parotid
ACC
CEPA
SDC
PLGA
Staging W/U

• H&P
• Lab Data
• FNA
• FNT CT-scan (with contrast)
• MRI (+-GAD)
• Dental & nutrition evaluation
• PET/CT ?
What is:

- $T_3$
- $T_4(a, b)$
- $N_2(a, b, c)$
- $N_3(a, b)$
Case Presentation:

• A 45 Y/O man (PMH-, FH-, HH-, Ph/E:? ) with parotid area swelling, FNA: carcinoma, CT & MRI: a 4*3 cm mass. After CR:

• Acinic Carcinoma, 39*36*29 mm , G2 , LVSI-, PNI-, margins-.

What is the next plan?
RT techniques
Recurrence
Side Effects
Follow up?
Thank you for your attention